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Abstract

Purpose—To prospectively evaluate changes in T₁ρ and T₂ relaxation times in the meniscal body with acute loading using MRI in osteoarthritic knees and to compare these findings with those of age-matched healthy controls.

Materials and Methods—Female subjects above 40 years of age with (N₁ = 20) and without osteoarthritis (OA) (N₂ = 10) were imaged on a 3 Tesla MR scanner using a custom made loading device. MR images were acquired, with the knee flexed at 20°, with and without a compressive load of 50% of the subject's bodyweight. The subjects were categorized based on the radiographic evidence of OA. Three different zones (outer, middle, and inner) of meniscus body were defined (each occupying 1/3rd the width). After adjusting for age and body mass index in the general linear regression model, repeated measures analysis of variance was used to detect significant differences in T₁ρ and T₂ with and without loading.

Results—In the unloaded condition, the average T₁ρ and T₂ times were elevated in the outer and middle zones of the medial meniscus in OA subjects compared with the controls. In the loaded condition, T₁ρ and T₂ times of the outer zone of the medial meniscus was significantly elevated in OA subjects compared with controls. Finally the change (from unloaded to loaded) was significantly higher in controls than OA subjects (15.1% versus 8.3%; P = 0.039 for ΔT₁ρ, and 11.5% versus 6.9%, P = 0.049 for ΔT₂).

Conclusion—These findings suggest that while the OA process appears to affect the relaxation times of all regions within the meniscus, it may affect some regions sooner or to a greater degree. Furthermore, the differences in the change in relaxation times between unloaded and loaded conditions may reveal evidence about load transmission failure of the outer zone of the medial meniscus.
meniscus in subjects with knee OA. It is possible that these metrics (ΔT₁ρ and ΔT₂) may be valuable as an early biomechanical biomarker, which could be used to predict load transmission to the underlying articular cartilage.
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THE MENISCUS, A fibrocartilaginous tissue found within the knee joint, is responsible for joint congruity, shock dissipation, load transmission, lubrication, and stability of the joint (1,2). The mechanical function of the meniscus largely depends on the structural and molecular integrity of its matrix, composed of a network of collagen fibers (type I and smaller amounts of type II) immobilizing proteoglycans (PG) (2,3). While PGs in the healthy meniscus resist large loads, it is the collagen fibrils arranged in fibrous lamellae that make meniscus efficient shock absorbers (4). Because of these functional roles, damage to or loss of the menisci affects the articular cartilage, as shown by the increased risk of developing osteoarthritis (OA) after meniscectomy (5). Traditionally, structural damage to the articular cartilage is considered as an initiator for the knee OA, but structural changes in the meniscus, which plays a critical role in the normal biomechanics and stability of the knee joint, may be a precursor to OA. Studies have also demonstrated that meniscal pathologies, such as meniscal degeneration and meniscal tears (6–8), are associated with change of the articular cartilage extracellular matrix (ECM) in patients in early or late stages of OA (9,10). The meniscus is increasingly being recognized as an important tissue in knee osteoarthritis (OA) (1–5). Morphological defects of meniscus and cartilage visualized with MRI are preceded by early degeneration of their ECM (8,10,11). In early stage osteoarthritis, the meniscal ECM exhibits increased proteoglycan content, loss of collagens, and less organized collagen fiber networks than those of normal menisci (12–18), and swelling, resulting in loss of mechanical properties. Changes in the matrix are an early and key finding in the evolution of OA as they likely alter the load distribution transmitted to the underlying articular cartilage. Thus, quantitative measures to detect and monitor changes that occur within the meniscus, both in unloaded and loaded conditions, could provide powerful diagnostic measurements for early-stage OA.

Recent studies have shown the potential of MR relaxation times (T₁ρ and T₂) in studying biochemical composition of meniscus. This technology is promising for quantifying early meniscal degeneration and injury (15,19). These measures are highly sensitive to alterations in composition and structural integrity of collagen in the ECM of articular cartilage in vivo (20–22). Previous studies have shown that the collagen content and its orientation is the major factor in changes of cartilage T₂ relaxation times (21,22). T₂ relaxation time mapping is sensitive to a wide range of water interactions in tissue and in particular depends on the content, orientation and anisotropy of collagen and may therefore also play a role in assessing meniscal degeneration. While the exact contributor to T₁ρ and T₂ relaxation times remain disputed it is generally agreed upon that these metrics are sensitive to alterations in ECM composition and macromolecular structure and integrity. Rauscher et al reported promising results using this technique to quantify degenerative changes in the meniscal matrix in subjects with early OA (15). While several studies have investigated the use of
these quantitative measures ($T_{1ρ}$ and $T_2$) in assessing the effect of acute loading and physical exercise on articular cartilage (23–27), there is a lack of information regarding the affects of acute loading on meniscus relaxation times. Understanding the behavior of the meniscus relaxation times to acute loading may provide valuable information regarding the transmission of forces to the articular cartilage in persons with knee OA.

Thus the purpose of this study was to evaluate changes in MR ($T_{1ρ}$ and $T_2$) relaxation times in the meniscal body with acute loading in osteoarthritic knees and to compare these findings with those of age-matched healthy controls. The underlying hypothesis was that healthy knees will exhibit greater $T_{1ρ}$ and $T_2$ change with loading when compared with osteoarthritic knees.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Subjects**

Ten healthy controls (mean ± SD: age = 52.9 ± 6.5 years; BMI = 28.0 ± 2.0 kg/m$^2$) and 20 patients (mean ± SD: age = 57.1 ± 4.7 years; BMI = 27.9 ± 2.6 kg/m$^2$) with tibiofemoral OA affecting the medial compartment were included in the study (gender: female, age: 40–70 years and body mass index (BMI): 25–35 kg/m$^2$). For screening purposes, knee radiographic images were acquired for all subjects in a modified-Lyon-Schuss weight-bearing position using a Plexiglas Synaflexer (Synarc, CA) positioning device. None of the controls had a history of frequent knee pain, aching, or stiffness during the past year and were free of radiographic evidence of OA (Kellgren Lawrence [KL] score of 0 or 1) on both knees. The inclusion criteria for the patient cohort were knee pain, aching, or stiffness on most days of a month during the past year and radiographic evidence of OA (KL score of 2 or 3) on the study knee with either the same or less severe OA, on the contralateral knee. All OA subjects had medial joint space narrowing consistent with medial joint compartment degenerative disease. Prevalence studies have demonstrated the presence of sex differences in OA prevalence and incidence, with females generally at a higher risk. Females also tend to have more severe knee OA, particularly after menopausal age (28–31). Also medial knee OA in female subjects is more prevalent than disease in the lateral compartment (28). Therefore, not to be biased by anatomical and gender differences, we restricted our study to female subjects with medial OA and ≥40 years old. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects after the nature of the study had been fully explained. The study was approved by and performed in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Committee for Human Research at our institution.

**Joint Loading and MR Image Acquisition**

MR imaging was performed on a 3 Tesla (T) scanner (Signa HDx, General Electric, Milwaukee, WI), using an eight-channel phased array transmit-receive knee coil (Invivo, Gainesville, FL), and a custom-made MR-compatible loading apparatus mounted on the scanner table (Fig. 1). Two sets of MR images of one knee (dominant knee for controls and selected study knee for OA patients) were acquired under both unloaded and loaded conditions. One half hour before imaging, the subjects were seated in a wheelchair and asked to remain seated until after the MRI to avoid placing loads on their knee. Following
this period of unloading, subjects were positioned supine on top of the loading apparatus, with 20° of knee flexion and 10° of foot external rotation (placed on a footplate and supported in place), with no load applied. An imaging protocol (see below for details) was acquired taking approximately 45 minutes. The next set of images was acquired in the same position while applying a load of 50% of the subject's weight at the bottom of subjects' foot by means of a footplate and a pulley system (Fig. 1), intended to simulate static standing conditions. Padding was used to ensure there was no movement, and there was a consistent and comfortable knee positioning during scanning. The MR imaging protocol included five sequences: coronal three-dimensional (3D) water excitation high-resolution spoiled gradient-echo (SPGR) images, sagittal fat-saturated T2-weighted fast spin-echo (FSE) images, coronal fat-saturated T2-weighted FSE images, 3D coronal T1ρ-weighted images based on SPGR acquisition that was previously developed in our lab (Magnetization-prepared Angle-modulated Partitioned-k-space Spoiled Gradient-Echo Snapshots (MAPSS), and 3D T2-weighted images covering the same region as the T1ρ sequence. The acquisition parameters are given in Table 1.

MRI: Semiquantitative Analysis

MR images were evaluated and scored by two radiologists independently. In instances of conflicting scoring, consensus readings by both radiologists were performed. Cartilage subscores of modified whole-organ MRI score (mWORMS) grading were used to semiquantitatively assess the meniscal cartilage in all subjects as previously described (32). Meniscus lesions were scored using a 5-point score; 0 = no lesion; 1 = intrasubstance abnormalities; 2 = nondisplaced tear; 3 = displaced or complex tear without deformity; 4 = maceration of the meniscus. Ligamentous abnormalities were also semiquantitatively assessed as they are associated with joint degeneration (0, none; 1, signal abnormalities around tendon/ligament; 2, signal abnormalities within the tendon/ligament; 3, partial tear; 4, complete tear).

MRI: Quantitative Analysis

MR images were transferred to a HP workstation (Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA) for off-line quantification of MR relaxation times (T1ρ and T2). The regions of interest (ROIs) for quantifying T1ρ and T2 values in the meniscus body were defined on the coronal SPGR images using a software program developed in-house based on a spline-based semiautomated (automated edge detection and manual correction) segmentation algorithm in MATLAB (Mathworks Inc, El Segundo, CA) and superimposed over relaxation time maps. Anterior and posterior horns were not evaluated due to substantial partial volume effects in the coronal images. Medial and lateral meniscus bodies were divided into three different zones (outer, middle, and inner) from the outer periphery in radial direction. The meniscus was divided on the basis of vascularization into the “outer zone” (outer one-third of the meniscus, which receives a full blood supply), the “inner zone” (inner one-third of the meniscus, which includes mainly fibrocartilage and is completely avascular), and the “middle zone” (transition zone between the outer vascular and inner avascular regions) (33). These zones were defined by dividing the meniscus ROIs into three different parts with each part occupying one-third the width of the meniscus as shown in Figure 2.
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Quantification of $T_1$ and $T_2$ Relaxation Times—The $T_1$- and $T_2$ maps were reconstructed by fitting the image intensity (pixel-by-pixel) to the equation below using a Levenberg-Marquardt mono-exponential fitting algorithm developed in-house: $S(TSL) = S_0 \exp(-TSL/T_1)$ for $T_1$ fitting, where $S_0$ is the signal intensity of shortest spin-lock time (TSL) images; $S(TE) = S_0 \exp(-TE/T_2)$ for $T_2$ fitting, where $S_0$ is signal intensity of the shortest echo time (TE) images. Only the first three $T_1$- or $T_2$-weighted images were used to reconstruct the meniscus maps. Our preliminary data suggest that the $T_1$-weighted images with TSL = 80 ms and $T_2$-weighted images with TE = 54.8 ms will have a very low SNR (<5) for meniscus due to short $T_1$ and $T_2$ in meniscus, respectively, and, therefore, were not be used during map reconstruction (15). To minimize the error due to knee motion between the scans, $T_1$- and $T_2$-weighted images with the shortest TSL or TE (therefore with highest SNR) was rigidly registered to high-resolution SPGR images acquired in the same examination using the VTK CISG Registration Toolkit (Kitware Inc., Clifton Park, NY). The transformation matrix was applied to the reconstructed $T_1$ and $T_2$ maps. The original splines of segmented cartilage contours from the high-resolution SPGR images were superimposed on the corresponding reconstructed $T_1$ and $T_2$ maps to define the ROIs for $T_1$ and $T_2$ assessment. To reduce artifacts caused by partial volume effects with synovial fluid, regions were corrected to exclude fluid pixels on the relaxation-time map before quantification.

Reproducibility—To measure the reproducibility of measurements made in this study, we rescanned five subjects within 2 weeks after the initial image acquisition. The same imaging and loading protocol was followed. The reproducibility of $T_1$ and $T_2$ values before and after loading was measured in these subjects using the coefficient of variation.

Statistical Analysis

The subjects were stratified based on two separate criteria. For radiographic OA comparison, subjects with the KL score of 0 and 1 were included in controls group and subjects with the KL score of ≥2 were included in OA group. Second, subjects were stratified based on clinical MRI scoring by our radiologists. The distributions of all variables were plotted and examined. Mean, standard deviation, and median $T_1$ and $T_2$ values were calculated for different zones of the meniscus. After adjusting for potential confounders (age and BMI) in the general linear regression model, repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the main effects of loading on the changes in MR relaxation times of meniscus between the medial and lateral compartments in osteoarthritic knees and age-matched healthy controls. All statistical analysis was performed using JMP 7.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC), and the significance level was set to $P = 0.05$.

RESULTS

Scan-Rescan Reproducibility

Coefficient of variation (CV) values for measuring reproducibility of relaxation time measurement for scan–rescan reproducibility ranged from 4.2% to 8.9% for $T_1$, and 3.8% to 9.7% for $T_2$. The reproducibility of $T_1$ and $T_2$ measurements in subregions of the meniscus was as follows: for $T_1$, (range 4.6–10.2%), outer = 4.6%; middle = 6.3%; inner = 10.2% and...
for $T_2$ (range = 4.5–10.5%), outer = 4.5%; middle = 7.1%; inner = 10.5%. The overall CV for $\Delta T_{1p}$ and $\Delta T_2$ with loading for scan–rescan reproducibility was 12.8% and 15.1%.

$T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ Times in the Meniscus Body of Controls and OA Patients

One control subject (KL score ≤1) and 14 OA subjects (KL score ≥2) had at least one meniscus lesion. In terms of lesion prevalence, 6 subjects had nondisplaced tears (mWORMS 2) and 9 subjects had displaced or complex tears (mWORMS 3 and 4).

The $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ times in the three zones (outer, middle, and inner) of the menisci of the controls and OA subjects in unloaded condition are shown in Table 2. Overall, the $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ times in these zones were elevated in OA subjects compared with the controls, but only reached significance in the outer and middle zones of the medial meniscus.

Effect of Acute Loading on $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ Times in the Meniscus of Controls and OA Patients

When compared with the unloaded condition, the average $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ values in the outer zone of the medial meniscus during the loaded condition was significantly higher in both controls and OA patients (Fig. 3). The same trend was observed in the middle zone of the medial meniscus as well, but it reaches significance only in healthy subjects. $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ in the inner zones of the both medial and lateral meniscus showed almost no change with loading in both the groups.

With regard to the changes in relaxation times between the loaded and unloaded conditions, $\Delta T_{1p}$ and $\Delta T_2$ in the outer zone of the medial meniscus in controls was significantly higher compared with the OA subjects (15.7% versus 6.6%; $P = 0.046$ for $\Delta T_{1p}$, and 14.3% versus 5.8%; $P = 0.027$ for $\Delta T_2$). In other zones (middle and inner), the same trend was observed but it did not reach significance.

Effect of Loading on $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ Times in the Meniscus of Subjects With and Without Meniscus Lesions

When subjects were stratified by the presence (n = 15) or absence (n = 15) of a meniscus lesions (meniscus mWORMS score greater than 1), the average $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ times in the meniscus of subjects with lesions was higher compared with those with no lesions. In line with the results of KL score based subjects' categorization, $\Delta T_{1p}$ and $\Delta T_2$ in the outer zone of the medial meniscus in subjects with no lesions was significantly higher than in the subjects with meniscus lesions (15.1% versus 8.3%, $P = 0.039$ for $\Delta T_{1p}$, and 11.5% versus 6.9%, $P = 0.049$ for $\Delta T_2$) (Fig. 4). The same trend was observed in the outer zone of the lateral meniscal body, but it did not reach significance (8.3% versus 5.7%, $P = 0.315$ for $\Delta T_{1p}$, and 7.9% versus 5.9%, $P = 0.271$ for $\Delta T_2$).

DISCUSSION

Regional changes in quantitative MR relaxation times ($T_{1p}$ and $T_2$) in the body of the menisci with acute loading in osteoarthritic knees and age-matched healthy subjects were investigated. Our results showed that (a) $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ times in all zones were elevated in subjects with OA compared with controls, but only reached significance in outer and middle
zones of the medial meniscus, (b) significantly elevated $T_{1\rho}$ and $T_2$ times in the outer zone of medial meniscus were observed under acute loading conditions, and (c) the change in relaxation times between the unloaded and loaded conditions ($\Delta T_{1\rho}$ and $\Delta T_2$) in the outer zone of the medial meniscus in OA subjects were significantly higher than in the controls. These findings suggest that while the OA process appears to affect the relaxation times of all regions within the meniscus, it may affect some regions sooner or to a greater degree. Furthermore, the differences in change scores between unloaded and loaded conditions may reveal evidence about load transmission failure of the outer zone of the medial meniscus in persons with knee OA. It is possible that these metrics ($\Delta T_{1\rho}$ and $\Delta T_2$) may be valuable as an early biomechanical biomarker which could be used to predict load transmission to the underlying articular cartilage.

Longer meniscus relaxation times ($T_{1\rho}$ and $T_2$) were observed in OA subjects when compared with the healthy subjects. The reported $T_{1\rho}$ and $T_2$ values in this study are in the expected range compared with previously reported $T_{1\rho}$ (6, 7, 15, 17, 25) and $T_2$ (15, 17, 25) relaxation times of normal menisci at 3T. In addition, our findings of elevated relaxation times in persons with OA is in agreement with, Rauscher et al (15) who reported longer $T_{1\rho}$ and $T_2$ relaxation times in subjects with mild OA compared with subjects with healthy cartilage. However, they analyzed the entire meniscus as a single region of interest and did not perform any regional analysis. Jungmann et al (7) showed elevated $T_{1\rho}$ values in subjects with meniscal damage and Bolbos et al (6) reported that meniscus regions, adjacent to a damaged cartilage, had longer $T_{1\rho}$ values when compared with undamaged regions in the same subjects. Sun et al (18) reported much higher aggrecan content in OA menisci when compared with normal menisci. It has been demonstrated that in articular cartilage $T_{1\rho}$ values are related to tissue proteoglycan content. While this phenomenon has not been evaluated specifically for meniscus cartilage, it is possible that this metric is similarly evaluating proton–proteoglycan interaction in the fibrocartilage. In healthy menisci, proteoglycan molecules are responsible for hydration within the meniscus body, restricting water molecules movement, thus providing compressive stiffness. Elevated $T_{1\rho}$ and $T_2$ values observed in our participants with OA likely reflect the degenerative process in the meniscus, and this difference between OA and control subjects may suggests that the mechanical properties of the menisci are altered in knee OA.

Regional variations in $T_{1\rho}$ and $T_2$ values from outer to inner zones of the meniscus body were observed in this study. Chiang et al (11) and Tsai et al (16) showed in a study on regional variations in $T_2$ values in different zones of the posterior horn of the meniscus and also reported that the medial meniscus had longer $T_2$ times than the lateral meniscus. The meniscus is not a homogeneous tissue, and inner and outer areas of the meniscus differ in composition and biomechanical properties. The peripheral portion of the meniscus is vascularized while inner portion is avascular (4). The meniscus has the intrinsic ability to heal itself; unfortunately, this property is limited only to the vascular portions of the tissue (1). Depending on the vascular structure, the healing properties of the menisci and structural properties of the menisci also vary (13, 33–35). It has been observed that the $T_{1\rho}$ distribution in articular cartilage is inversely correlated with the PG content (20, 36). Significant regional variations in GAG content (higher in the inner zones and lower in the outer regions) have been demonstrated in porcine and bovine menisci (35). Thus, the $T_{1\rho}$ and $T_2$ values of the
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outer zone are likely dominated by the abundant blood vessels within this vascular zone. Anatomic studies have shown that the degree of vascular penetration is 10 to 30% of the width of the medial meniscus and 10 to 25% of the width of the lateral meniscus (13). The perimeniscal tissue of the medial and lateral meniscus is not only very vascular, but also well innervated (13,34). Difference in biochemical composition and structure of medial and lateral meniscus may be a reason for the observed variations in $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ values of medial and lateral meniscus.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to evaluate the effects of acute loading on $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ relaxation times of meniscus body. Our results revealed larger change scores (between loaded and unloaded conditions) in $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ of the medial meniscus when compared with the lateral side. These observations supported by reports from the literature that demonstrates that loads transferred through the medial compartment of the knee are greater than the lateral compartment (37). It is likely that the greater load-response was the result of greater load across the medial compartment with loading. Unlike hyaline articular cartilage, where several studies have reported reductions in relaxation times with acute loading (25,38,39), we observed increased $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ of the meniscal body with loading. While the authors are uncertain about the cause of this difference in behavior between articular and fibrocartilage, potential explanations include difference in matrix composition, fluid dynamics, and biochemical exchange with surroundings tissues (2,13,33–35,40,41). However, these results do reveal that the biophysical basis of the $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ in meniscus thus is different than the articular cartilage. It is known that one of the major differences between fibrocartilage and hyaline cartilage is the predominance of type I collagen in menisci compared with type II collagen in articular cartilage (2,4,42,43). Also, Sun et al (18) reported that meniscal degeneration and cartilage degeneration in OA follow different pathways. They have observed that in OA cartilage both severe collagen loss and PG loss, indicating that both collagen-degrading enzymes and PG-degrading enzymes are actively involved in the degenerative process. While in OA menisci only severe collagen loss was observed but not PG content loss, indicating that collagen-degrading enzymes are much more actively involved in the degenerative process than PG-degrading enzymes. Studies have reported that the mobility of proteoglycans in the outer zone is higher than the other zones, which may explain the observation that the outer zone showed the highest changes with loading. Also, it is important to note that unlike the articular cartilage, the menisci are mobile and it has been demonstrated that the loading significantly increase meniscus extrusion in subjects with osteoarthritis (44). This extrusion may actually position the outer zone outside of the joint and reduce the load transmitted through this tissue.

The $\Delta T_{1p}$ and $\Delta T_2$ values, from unloaded to loaded condition, were observed to be higher in OA subjects when compared with healthy controls. The overall absolute change in relaxation times in response to loading was greater in the outer zones of the medial menisci compared with the lateral menisci in both groups. This result suggests that the degenerated or damaged menisci lose their biomechanical and biochemical properties substantially, so the effect of acute loading on $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ values in OA subjects is relatively minimal compared with the healthy subjects. Type I collagen fibers, the major organic matter in the meniscus composition, provide the primary meniscal structural scaffolding. Studies have
shown that degeneration in OA meniscus leads to loss of collagen fibers and disorganized collagen network that affect its load transmission capability (convert compressive loads into circumferential or “hoop” stress) (2,13). This is in agreement with the elevated $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ values in OA subjects in unloaded condition that reflect increased PG/water ratio and disorganized collagen network of the menisci compared with healthy meniscus (15,17,21,45,46). Meniscal shock absorption property is time dependent due to the exudation of water out of the ECM (2). This may reflect that $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ values of the meniscus are sensitive to measure structural degradation of meniscus in OA subjects.

The limitations of our study have to be considered while interpreting the findings. The number of subjects recruited to our study is relatively low (10 healthy subjects and 20 OA patients), which may have led to statistical power issues for some of the variables studied. A larger database of quantitative MR images under loading and unloading conditions would be valuable in improving our understanding of the phenomenon observed in this study. $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ relaxation times were assessed only in the meniscus body using coronal MR images, and anterior and posterior horn regions were not evaluated due to substantial partial volume effects. Previous studies have shown that the meniscal body experiences the second highest incidence of tears after the posterior horn (47–49). Although, sagittal MR images are most commonly used in evaluating meniscal pathology and $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ quantification; however, studies have shown that the coronal MR images improve the detection and characterization of injuries to the meniscal body (50). The relatively large static loads that needed to be supported by participants used in the current study likely resulted in small movement artifacts which may be responsible for relatively large standard deviations observed in $\Delta T_{1p}$ and $\Delta T_2$ relaxation times. Fixating the femur and tibia with more rigid immobilization braces might improve homogeneity of results. Also, all subjects with radiographic signs of OA had medial joint space narrowing which limits the generalization of the results obtained in this study to subjects with lateral knee OA or bilateral knee OA. Finally, much of our understanding of the relationship between MRI relaxation times and biochemical composition comes from literature on articular cartilage and while extrapolating these associations to fibrocartilage is reasonable, it might not be entirely accurate. Future studies should investigate the biochemical contributors to $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ relaxation times in meniscal cartilage.

In conclusion, our study demonstrated, similarly to findings in articular cartilage, that subjects with radiographic knee OA have elevated $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ relaxation times in outer and middle zones of the medial meniscus. However, in contrast to articular cartilage, acute loading was observed to result in increased relaxation times in these same areas. While the cause of this inverse behavior remains unknown, the authors speculate that differences in matrix composition, fluid dynamics, and biochemical exchange with surroundings tissues may be responsible for this observation. Finally, change scores (difference between loaded and unloaded conditions) in $T_{1p}$ and $T_2$ values with loading was greater in healthy subjects than in subjects with OA. It is possible that these metrics ($\Delta T_{1p}$ and $\Delta T_2$) may be valuable as an early biomechanical bio-marker which could be used to predict load transmission to the underlying articular cartilage.
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Figure 1.
Schematic representation of sequence of data acquisition.
Figure 2.
Representative SPGR image showing different zones of meniscus.
Figure 3.
The bar chart of T1p (a) and T2 (b) values within each meniscus subregions for control and OA subjects grouped based on Kellgren-Lawrence (KL) grading score. Error bars represent the standard deviations (SD). Asterisks indicate significant differences.
Figure 4.
The bar chart of T1ρ (a) and T2 (b) values within each meniscus subregions for control and OA subjects grouped based on meniscus WORMS grading score. Subjects with the WORMS score of 0 and 1 are considered as controls and >1 are considered as OA patients. Error bars represent the standard deviations (SD). Asterisks indicate significant differences.
### Table 1

**MR Image Acquisition Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>SPGR (Coronal)</th>
<th>FSE (Coronal)</th>
<th>FSE (Sagittal)</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;1p&lt;/sub&gt; (Coronal)</th>
<th>T&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt; (Coronal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TR/TE (ms)</td>
<td>22/7.0</td>
<td>3000/10</td>
<td>4000/48</td>
<td>9.3/3.7</td>
<td>9.3/3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOV (cm)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix</td>
<td>512 × 512</td>
<td>384 × 192</td>
<td>384 × 192</td>
<td>256 × 128</td>
<td>256 × 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slice thickness (mm)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (kHz)</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>23.44</td>
<td>23.44</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>31.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel size (mm × mm)</td>
<td>0.3125 × 0.3125</td>
<td>0.3125 × 0.3125</td>
<td>0.3125 × 0.3125</td>
<td>0.5469 × 0.5469</td>
<td>0.5469 × 0.5469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of slices</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of excitations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo train length</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flip angle</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin-lock time (ms)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0,10,40,80</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery time (s)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views/segment</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freq. of spin-lock (Hz)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

T1ρ and T2 Values Within Each Meniscus Subregions for Control and OA Subjects in Unloaded Condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zones</th>
<th>T1ρ (ms)</th>
<th>T2 (ms)</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>OA</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>OA</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>OA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial</td>
<td>Outer</td>
<td>12.1 (1.8)</td>
<td>13.7 (2.0)</td>
<td>0.041*</td>
<td>8.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>10.0 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>11.1 (1.9)</td>
<td>12.8 (1.9)</td>
<td>0.035*</td>
<td>8.2 (0.9)</td>
<td>9.7 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>14.1 (2.8)</td>
<td>15.3 (2.8)</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>10.5 (1.9)</td>
<td>11.7 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>Outer</td>
<td>12.1 (1.3)</td>
<td>12.9 (1.5)</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>9.5 (1.0)</td>
<td>10.6 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>12.0 (3.5)</td>
<td>12.2 (1.7)</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>8.6 (2.3)</td>
<td>9.6 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inner</td>
<td>15.3 (3.3)</td>
<td>14.9 (2.6)</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>11.4 (3.1)</td>
<td>11.9 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Asterisks indicate significant value.